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STATIONARY POINT PROCESSES
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Abstract

This paper provides a rigorous foundation for the second-order analysis of
stationary point processes on general spaces. It illuminates the results of
Bartlett on spatial point processes, and covers the point processes of stochastic
geometry, including the line and hyperplane processes of Davidson and
Krickeberg. The main tool is the decomposition of moment measures pioneered
by Krickeberg and Vere-Jones. Finally some practical aspects of the analysis of
point processes are discussed.
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1. Introduction

We assume throughout this paper that X is a topological space and G is a
topological group acting continuously on X (i.e. there is a continuous map
(g, x)~ gx from G x X to X satisfying g (hx) = (gh)x and ex = x). We suppose
both G and X are LCD spaces, that is locally compact Hausdorff spaces with
countable bases (which thus are o-compact), A typical example is the group G
of rigid motions acting on the plane X. Let .si denote the Borel (equivalently,
Baire) rr-field of X and 9lJ the class of relatively compact sets (in this example
the usual bounded sets). The realizations of a point process on X will be locally
finite multi -sets, i.e. collections of points from X, possibly repeated, but with only
a finite number of occurrences of points from any member of 9lJ. (For our point
process theory we follow Ripley (1976b) which contains proofs of our assertions.)
We can identify this class with N, the class of rr-additive functions n: d n
9A ~ Z+, n corresponding to the multi-set of n ({x}) x's for eacli x. Let N be the
smallest rr-field on N making all the evaluation maps measurable; one may
count the number of points in any member of Cfd = d n 9JJ, the class of bounded
measurable sets. (This is the natural rr-field on N.) We define a point process on
X to be a measurable map Z from a probability space to (N, }(), and its
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distribution to be the probability Z induces on .N. We say the point process is
simple if its range is in the measurable subset No = {n In({x}) ~ 1Vx E X}. This
subset corresponds to the class of locally finite sets (with no repeated points). We
define G to act on N by gn(A)= n(g-lA) for A E Cf5 (G maps Cf5 onto C(5),
corresponding to transforming the multi-set by g. Then, for the Borel rr-field on
G, (g, n)~ gn is measurable (Mecke (1967), Anhang B, Ripley (1976c), Prop
osition 6). We say the point process is stationary if its distribution is invariant
under G. Theorem 4 of Ripley (1976b) shows we need only check invariance for
certain special sets in .N. For our example these could be the finite-dimensional
distributions (or, for a simple point process, the hitting probabilities) for sets
from a class 3, for instance the class of open discs or the classes of open or
half-open rectangles.

We may wish to consider marked point processes, an observation or type
being associated with each point. Let (K, :lC) be the measurable space of marks.
We replace (X, .91, @) by (X x K, .91 0.'J{, @ x {K}). Precisely how we treat
marks will depend on their nature; they occur in the examples.

2. Moment measures

Moment measures (Moyal (1962), Krickeberg (1970), (1973), Vere-Jones
(1968), (1970)) are the modern versions of product densities (Bhabha (1950),
Ramakrishnan (1950)). We shall be concerned with the first two moments;
higher moments may be treated analogously.

For a point process Z and m = 1, 2, ... define

We say the process is second -order if /.L Z is finite on Cf5 x Cf5. Each /.L m is the
expectation of the measure Z" on the semi-ring Cf5m, so /.L m is a measure which
may be extended to the u-ring generated by C€ m, which is the Borel rr-field of
X". For a second-order process and m E {I, 2} this extension is unique and a
Radon measure (i.e. finite on compact sets), called the mth moment measure. If Z
is stationary then both /.L 1 and /.L Z are invariant under G (acting on X Z by
g(x, y) = (gx, gy)). From now on we assume all point processes have invariant
Radon first- and second-moment measures.

We now assume G acts transitively on' X, so any point in X may be
transformed to any other. Then X is a topological homogeneous space (of the
group G) (Bourbaki (1963) Appendix 1, Lemma 2), so /.L 1 is proportional to the
invariant Radon measure v on X, unique up to a scalar factor but possibly null
(Nachbin (1965), p. 138). Thus we can have non-trivial processes only on spaces
for which v is non-null.

G defines an equivalence relation on Y = X Z by (Xl, xz) ,...., (v., Yz) if there is
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g E G with Yi = gx, i = 1,2. Let T be the quotient space and p the quotient map
Y~ T. We will represent p., 2 by a measure on T. To do so it transpires we need a
u-field ff on T and a normalizing function h: Y~ R satisfying:

(a) p: Y~ (T, fJ) is measurable;
(b) (T, ff) is count~bly separated, i.e. there is a countable subclass of ff

separating points of T;
(c) h is non-negative, measurable and bounded;
(d) {h > O} n Y I has a non-void relative interior in Y I for each t, where

Yt = p-l({t});
(e) there is a countable measurable partition (Tn) of T such that {h > O} n

p-l(Tn ) is relatively compact for each n.
Then we have the following results (Ripley (1976a». For each t E T there is at

most one invariant Radon measure VI on Y, concentrated on YI, with VI (h) = 1.
If there is no such measure we set VI == O. If Y I is a G/j in Y (in particular, if Y I is
closed) it may be identified with a homogeneous space, and VI is proportional to
the invariant Radon measure on that space. There is a rr-finite measure K on T,
finite on {Tn}, such that

for all Borel sets A of Y. If no VI is null then K is unique. Notice the diagonal D
of Y is always a closed equivalence class Yo which may be identified with X as a
topological homogeneous space. Thus Vo is proportional to the measure m
defined by m (A) = v( 1TI(D n A», 1TI being the first co-ordinate projection.

Thus the first two moment measures may be summarized by the intensity A,
where p., 1 = Av, and K, the reduced second-moment measure. These results
should be clarified by the following examples. Ripley (1976a) contains further
material on whether a pair (fJ, h) can be chosen. This is always so if every
equivalence class is closed.

3. Points in space

Let X be R2 or. R3 and G be the appropriate group of rigid motions with the
usual topology (Nachbin (1965». The equivalence classes in Yare specified by
the distance between a pair of points, so we may identify T with [0,00), Yo being
D. The distance function is jointly continuous, so the usual topology on [0,00)
makes p continuous. We take ff to be the Borel rr-field of this topology and h to
be the indicator of B x X, B being the open unit cube. If we take T; = [n, n + 1),
(a)--(e) are satisfied, so K will be finite on each T; and so be a Radon measure.
For t ~ 0 VI may be found by the usual methods of integral geometry. The
distribution of the inter-point distances considered by Bartlett (1964) is closely
related to K, as we shall see in Section 6.
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A variation of this example is to take X = S2, the sphere, and G = SO(3), the
appropriate set of rigid motions (the group of all rotations). Again the
equivalence classes are specified by the (great-circle) distance between any pair
of points, so we identify T with [0, 7T], and take h == 1. We can identify Y 1T with
X, since Y 1T consists of pairs of anti-polar points, and so obtain v1T • We can
identify Y" t e {O, 7T} with G, and so find v, from the left Haar measure on G.

4. Groups

Suppose X is itself the group. The interesting special cases will be R"
(especially R 1

) , the circle S, and the group of rigid motions of the plane, (which
will occur in Section 5). For R 1 the moment measures and their decompositions
have been studied by Vere-Jones (1968), (1970), (1971). Note that, in the
terminology of Cox and Lewis (1966), we are considering only second-order
properties of counts; the concept of the interval between occurrences does not
generalize from R 1 •

Let S = {e} x X. Then S is a section of Y and so may be identified with T, as
well as with X = G. Let g be the largest rr-field on T making p measurable, so
«/J = pIS is measurable. Let UU denote the Borel rr-field of the second countable
Tl quotient topology. Then UU C g and (T, UU) is countably separated, so t/J is an
isomorphism S ~ (T, UU) (Christensen (1974), Theorem 2.4); thus we may
identify (T, g), (T, UU) and (X, .sIl).

We choose K, a compact neighbourhood of the identity in G, and normalize
the left Haar measure v so that v(K) = 1. Let h be the indicator of K x X. Let
(Tn) be the partition formed by a countable family of compact sets (Kn) with
tc. C K~+l and x. i X. Then (a}-(e) are satisfied.

Let cPt: G~ Y be given by cPt (g) = g(t/J-l(t». Define v, to be the image of v
under cPt; v, is the required measure. Then

1L 2(A)
= Lv(7T.(A n Y,»dK(t)

for all Borel sets A of Y. Note that K is unique, and /-.L 2 is invariant under
permutation of the co-ordinates of Y, so K is symmetric.

Now suppose G is Abelian. Then T = G 2/D is a group and t/J is a
homomorphism. T is an LCD 'space (Bourbaki (1966) III, §2.5) and the group S
acts continuously on T, so «/J is a homeomorphism (Bourbaki (1963) Appendix 1,
Lemma 2). Thus we identify T with Sand G topologically. The choice of (Tn)
shows K is a Radon measure on T. This result can be improved. The following
generalizes a result of Vere-Jones (1974). For h E G we have

K(hK) = /-.L 2(K({e} x hK» ~ /-.L 2(K x hKK) = E(Z(K)Z(hKK»

~ E(Z(K)2)!E(Z(hKK)2)! ~ E(Z(KK)2).
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For G = R" this shows K is a tempered measure, which is easily seen to be
positive definite, and so has a similar measure as its Fourier transform (in the
sense of generalized functions, (Gel'fand and Vilenkin (1964»). Another inter
esting special case is S. Here K may be characterized by its cosine Fourier series.

5. Examples from stochastic geometry

The basic transformation of stochastic geometry (Kendall (1974), Davidson
(1970), Ripley (1976c» brings random collections of geometrical objects within
our scope. The appropriate class 9A need not be the class of relatively compact
sets (although it usually is), but it will always contain that class, so our
decomposition of J.L m is still valid.

.One of the first applications of the decomposition was to oriented line
processes (Krickeberg (1970». We will discuss unoriented lines to illustrate the
differences and the greater simplicity of our approach. Our like processes differ
from those of Bartlett (1967) in that we assume stationarity under the group G of
rigid motions rather than in a preferred direction only. Bartlett's line processes
are better considered as point processes on the real line marked with the angle.

The most natural parametrization of the set X of lines in the plane is by the
direction and length of the normal to the origin. This is not uniquely defined for
lines passing through the origin. Thus we limit the angle of the normal to [0, rr ),

and let the length be signed, so identifying X with R x S. The group G acts
continuously en X with the induced topology, so this is the topology given by the
general theory (Ripley (1976c», and 9A is the class of relatively compact sets (loc.
cit., Proposition 5). The space T of equivalence classes splits into two parts; To,
the classes of pairs which intersect, indexed by the included angle, and TI, the
classes of pairs of parallel lines, indexed by the separation. Thus T can be
identified with the sum of [0, rr ) and (0,00). We give both To and T, the induced
topology, and take g as the sum of the Borel rr-fields. It is easily verified that
p-l(To) is open, and p is continuous both on this set and its complement, so (a)
and (b) hold. Let B denote [- 1, 1] x S, and h be the indicator of
«B x B) n p-t(To» U «B x X) n p-l(Tt». Then (c)--(e) hold. For the classes
other than the diagonal in To the pair of lines forms a symmetric rigid body, so v,
may be found from the kinematic measure. For a class in TI, v, may be found by
identifying the pair of lines with an oriented line coincident with the first, the
orientation being chosen so that the second line lies on the left. The invariant
measure for oriented lines is known (Santal6 (1953».

Notice that for processes a.s. without parallel lines (equivalently, J.L 2 is
concentrated on p-t(To) , so this is a measurable event), the off-diagonal part of
the second moment measure depends only on the distribution of the directions
of the lines.
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We now consider half-infinite rays in the plane. Such a ray may be paramet
rized by its end-point and direction, so we identify the set X of rays with R2 x s.
As a topological homogeneous space X is identified with G, so v is proportional
to the left Haar measure on G. Now 00 is the ideal of subsets of X generated by
{{x Ix hits K} IK compact in R2

} , which strictly contains the relatively compact
sets of X, and the left Haar measure is not finite on .stl n 00. Thus v == 0, and
there are no second-order stationary processes of rays.

As our final example we consider the class of finite oriented line segments in
the plane. Such a line segment is parametrized by its origin, direction and length.
We take X = R x S to be the set of origins and directions, and K =- (0, 00) to be
the mark space of lengths. Under this parametrization the group G of rigid
motions acts continuously on X, which is identified as a topological homogene
ous space with G. (This is a case in which we may wish to replace 00 x {K} in the
definition of locally finite. One possible choice would be the ideal of subsets of
X x K generated by {{(x, k) I(x, k) hits C} IC compact in R2

} , so that in each
realization of the point process a finite number of line segments meets each
compact set, rather than just have finitely many segments with origins in any
compact set.) The group G acting on X x K in the obvious manner acts
continuously but not transitively. However, the theory of Section 2 still applies,
and we can identify T with G x K 2 as in Section 4, and find v.; where t = (g, k, h)
from the "« of Section 4. Thus

JL 2(A 1 x B 1 X A 2 x B 2) = fa vg(A I n g-IA 2) K (dg x B 1 x B 2)

for a unique measure K on T, A, E.stl and B, E K.

6. Discussion

We have shown how the theoretical second-order properties of a stationary
point process may be summarized by A and K. The interpretation of A as the
intensity is obvious, and its estimation is well-known. In the case of R 1 K is
closely related to the more familiar covariance density l' (Cox and Lewis (1966),
p. 74); if the latter exists K has a density (y + A2).

We have seen that in several cases K may be characterized by a Fourier
transform. This seems to be more difficult to interpret than K itself, especially as
no decomposition of the process into point process components seems possible.

For point processes in the plane, K is a measure of the distribution of the
inter-point distances. Experiments (Julesz (1975» suggest that the eye perceives
only the second-order properties of a spatial pattern, giving support to second
order analysis.

Suppose we observe that part of a single realization of a process within a
bounded set E, which in our numerical examples is a square. For E a square or
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circle the distribution of the inter-point distances for a Poisson process is known
(Bartlett (1964», and, as Bartlett suggested, we can plot the observed inter-point
distance distribution F' and compare this with the theoretical distribution F
under the Poisson hypothesis. The observed distribution has a covariance which
can be derived from the fourth-moment measure of the Poisson process. It may
be shown that yin (F' - F), where n is the number of points, converges weakly
to a Gaussian process (Silverman (1976».

This procedure can be used only to test the Poisson hypothesis. A more
general procedure is based on an unbiased estimator of K (t) = K «0, t». For
x E E and r > 0 we define k (x, r) = 27Tr lm (E n ab(x, r ) if this exists, otherwise
o(where m denotes Lebesgue measure on ab(x, r». Then we define

F = {(x, y ) Ix, Y E E, 0 < d (x, y ) < t},

G=Fn({xIZ({x}»0})2, and R(t)=L k(x,d(x,y»lv(E).
G

Let f(x, y) = IFk(x, d (x, y». Then E(R (r ) = JL 2(f) = J v,(f) d« (s). Now v,(f) = 0
unless s E (0, t), when vs(f) = v({x Ix E E, ab(x, s) n E ~ 0})lv(E), so if E is the
unit square then R(t) is unbiased for t ~ 2-!.

For a Poisson process JL 2= A2( V X v) off the diagonal, so K (t) = 7TA 2 t2. It will
be most convenient to plot RIA2 where A is an estimate of A (usually
Z(E)lv(E».

The distribution of R is not known exactly, even for a Poisson process,
although its covariance can be found from the fourth-moment measure.

Our first example shows the effect of inhibition between points; the points are
the centres of cells of an insect epithelium. The plot of R in Figure 1 clearly
differs from the smooth curve, the theoretical value for a Poisson process with
the observed intensity. This is confirmed by the dashed lines, the envelope of K
for twenty simulations of the Poisson process producing the same number of
points (42). The shape of K suggests fitting some form of 'hard-core' model. The
model of Matern «1960), §3.6) in which both points of a primary Poisson process
are deleted if they are within 2R of each other has a maximum possible intensity
1/47TeR 2, which for the observed value of the interaction radius is a quarter of
the observed intensity. Matern's second, dynamic model does not seem appro
priate. Other models have been suggested in liquid state theory, but these depend
on boundary conditions and so do not yield stationary point processes.

In investigations of inhibition between points Bartlett (1974) plotted the
distribution of the nearest-neighbour distances. Unless the data is collected in
that form, our method has advantages in fitting models (K can be computed) and
easier simulation.

Our second example illustrates the opposite phenomenon, clustering. The
data are taken from Strauss (1975), from the clustered groups of redwood
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262 B. D. RIPLEY

seedlings of his Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the shape of K, again with the
theoretical curve and envelope of twenty simulations for the Poisson process.
The envelope provides the acceptance region for a non-parametric test of the
hypothesis that the process is Poisson; this is rejected in both examples. The
seedlings data show both local inhibition (at about one foot) and clustering.
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Figure 1
K for 42 cell centres. The smooth curve is the theoretical value and the dashed lines the envelope of

20 simulations of a Poisson process. The other curve is the observed K.
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Figure 2
K for 62 redwood seedlings.
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Our approach is closely related to that of Glass and Tobler (1971). They
worked with the radial distribution function of liquid state theory, essentially the
density of K with respect to the radial measure rdr, and plotted a histogram
estimate of this function. They failed to consider the sampling errors; simulation
shows the variance of the estimate to be considerable, and to increase as t

decreases, explaining their conclusions. Our approach shows there is just
evidence of inhibition up to 3! miles, as shown by Figure 3.
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Figure 3
K for the centres of 69 towns on the Spanish plateau.

Our technique is also related to the analysis of crystalline metals discussed by
Serra (1972).

We can also use second-order methods to investigate interactions between two
point processes Z1 and Z2 on the same space. We define a cross-moment by
JL 12(A x B) = E(ZI(A )Z2(B)) for A, B E Cfi, and extend this to a Radon measure
on the Borel sets of X 2

• (Remember all processes are second-order.) Suppose the
processes are jointly stationary. Then JL 12 is an invariant Radon measure-which
can be represented by a measure K12 as before.
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Suppose our point processes are on the real line, and we observe that part of a
single realization within an interval E. Then we estimate K 12((r, s) by R(r, s) =
~G(IE 1-d(x, y»-I for

G = (E x E) n {(x, y)1ZI({X})Z2({y}) > 0, r < y - x < s}.

Then

E(R(r,s»=K12«r,s» if [r ], Isl~IEI.

A similar procedure (without the edge-correction) has been used in
neurophysiology, the cross-correlation function of Perkel, Gerstein and Moore
(1967) being the density (if this exists) of K 12 with respect to Alv. The reader is
referred to this paper for an example of correlated point processes on the line;
the difficulties mentioned there may be overcome to some extent by simulation.
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